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Foreword

THE COMMUNIST FIGHT For THE NEGRO CAUSE
The two major capitalist parties, the Republican and Democratic,

and their small brother, the Socialist Party, have an unwritten "gen-
tleman's agreement" on the Negro question. According to this
sacred "gentleman's agreement," which no capitalist politician has
dared to violate in the present election campaign, there is no Negro
question in the United States, there are no problems of social and
political equality, no questions of discrimination against the Negro
masses. During the whole course of the election campaign there
has been only one political party which has had the courage to
violate this "gentleman's agreement" to keep a deathly silence on
the Negro question. The Workers (Communists Party of America
has come out in its election platform and in its whole election strug-
gle as the fearless champion of the Negro masses.

The southern states are stirred up by the political struggle of the
communist speakers and organizers for the Negro masses. Com-
munist anti-lynching leaflets are being distributed everywhere.

The candidates of the Communist Party are everywhere putting
up a courageous fight for the full social and political equality of
the Negro race.

The meetings of the Communist Party have been broken up in
Arizona, in Texas, in Delaware, and in other southern states, be-
cause the communist spokesmen dared to tackle the Negro question
and were bold enough to call the Negro workers to their meetings.

The Ku Klux Klan, the American Legion, the forces of police
and other organs of governmental terrorism are mobilized every-
where against the communists, because the Communist Party is the
only party of the working class and of the oppressed Negro masses.

One, if not the most outstanding, feature of the election cam-
paign of 1928 is the fact that communist speakers, organizers, and
candidates for President, Vice-President, and Governor are being
jailed everywhere because of their uncompromising struggle for
the Negroes.



To this brief foreword to the following essay on some of the
basic Negro problems in America, we wish to add the principal
demands for the oppressed Negro masses as embodied in the Plat-
form of the Workers (Communists Party of America:

l. Abolition of the whole system of race discrimination. Full racial,
political, and social equality for the Negro race.

2. Abolition of all laws which result in segregation of Negroes.
Abolition of all Jim Crow laws. The law shall forbid all discrimina-
tion against Negroes in selling or renting houses.

3. Abolition of all laws which disfranchise the Negroes.
4. Abolition of laws forbidding intermarriage of persons of differ-

ent races.
5. Abolition of all laws and public administration measures which

prohibit, or in practice prevent, Negro children or youth from attending
general public schools or universities.

6. Full and equal admittance of Negroes to all railway station wait-
ing rooms, restaurants, hotels, and theatres.

7. Federal law against lynching and the protection of the Negro
masses in their right of self-defense.

8. Abolition of discriminatory practices in courts against Negroes.
No discrimination in jury service.

9. Abolition of the convict lease system and of the chain-gang.
10. Abolition of all Jim Crow distinction in the army, navy, and

civil service.
11. Immediate removal of all restrictions in all trade unions against

the membership of Negro workers.
12. Equal opportunity for employment, wages, hours, and working

conditions for Negro and white workers. Equal pay for equal work for
Negro and white workers. J. P.

.5



American Negro Problems
By JOHN PEPPER

The Negro question in America must be treated in its relation
to the liberation struggle of the proletariat against American im-
perialism. The struggle against 'white oppression of the Negro
masses is a Part of the proletarian revolution in dmeriea against
capitalism. The American working class cannot free itself from
capitalist exploitation without freeing the Negro race from white
oppression. What Marx said about the United States is still true :
"Labor cannot emancipate itself in the white skin where in the
black it is branded."

_,/

A t the same time the Negro question in the United States of
dmeriea must be treated in its relations to the huge Negro masses
of f armers and 'workers oppressed and exploited by white imperial-
ism in /Africa and South /America. The Negroes of the United
States are the most advanced section of the Negro population of
the world and can play a decisive role in helping and leading the
liberation movement of the Negro colonies. Within the Negro
population of the United States, the Negro working class is destined
to be the vanguard of all liberation movements and may become
the vanguard of the liberation movement of the Negro peasant
masses on an international scale.

A NEGRO PROLETARIAT APPEARS

The industrialization of the agrarian south of the United States,
the concentration of a new Negro working-class population in the
big cities of the east and north, and the entrance of the Negroes into
the basic industries on a mass scale, have been changing, in the
last few years, the whole social composition of the Negro race in
America. The appearance of a genuine Negro industrial Proletariat
creates an organizing force for the Negro race, furnishes a new
working-class leadership to all Negro race movements, creates the
possibility for the Negro workers under the leadership of the Com-

5
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monist Party to assume the hegemony of the Negro liberation move-
ment, strengthens immensely the fighting possibilities for the eman-
cipation of the Negro race and increases the importance of the
Negro question for the revolutionary struggle of the American
proletariat.

American imperialism oppresses in the most terrific way the nearly
II million Negroes who constitute not less than one-tenth of the
country's total population. White capitalist prejudice considers the
Negro race a "lower race," the born servants of the lofty white
masters. The racial caste system is a fundamental feature of the
social, industrial and Political organization of the United States.

The Workers (Communist) Party of America, in its fight against
imperialism, must recognize clearly the tremendous revolutionary
possibilities of the liberation movement of the Negro people. Today
the "solid south," the millions of Negro farmers of the "black
belt," living under the most oppressive conditions, "half-feudal,
half-sflave" (Lenin) constitute one of the props of American im-
perialism. It is the basic duty of the Communist Party to develop
all revolutionary possibilities of the Negro race, to transform the
"solid south" and the "black belt" from "reserves of forces for
the bourgeoisie into reserves of forces for the proletariat" (Stalin).
The Communist Party must consider itself not only the Party of
the working class generally, but also the champion of the Negroes
as an oppressed race and especially the organizer of the Negro work-
ing-class elements. The Communist Party cannot be a real Bol-
shevik Party without being also the Party of the liberation of the
Negro race from all white oppression.

THE SOLID SOUTH AN AMERICAN COLONY

The Negro tenant farmers, share-croppers, and agricultural
workers of the south are still, despite all the pompous phrases of
"freeing the slaves," in the status of virtual slavery. They have
not the slightest prospect of ever acquiring possession of the land
on which they work.
are chained to the plantation owners as firmly as plantation slaves.
Peonage and contract labor are the fate of the Negro cotton farmers.
The bankers of the east and the south are increasingly becoming
the landowners. The landowners, who are at the same time the
merchants, having a monopoly of marketing the crops of the Negro

By means of a usurious credit system they

I



AMERICAN NEGRO PROBLEMS 7

tenant farmers, and of the got/ernment in the south, rule over the
Negroes with a merciless dictatorship.

The most backward half-feudal, half-slave methods of exploita-
tion by the plantation owners, are merged in the south with the
most modern forms of capitalist exploitation by the huge trusts and
banks of financial capital. No other section of the American toiling
masses feels the ruthless capitalist dictatorship of the much-vaunted
American bourgeois democracy more than the oppressed Negro
masses. The Negroes of the south are disfranchised politically.
Sheer force prevents the Negroes from exercising their so-called
political rights. Lynch law is the law over the Negroes. The
terror of the Ku Klux Klan is the constitution for the Negroes.
Most infamous segregation policies prevail everywhere against them.
The white masters try to reduce the Negroes to illiteracy.

The "black belt" of the south, with its starving and pauperized
Negro farmers, and Negro agricultural working masses; with its
Jim-Crowism, its semi-feudal status and its political system still
bearing the earmarks of the period of slavery, constitutes 'virtually
a colony within the body of the United States of /America. The
super-profits extracted from this Negro "colony" are one of the
most important sources of the growth of American imperialism s
the oppression of the Negro race is one of the most important bases
of the government apparatus of American capitalism. The prejudices
created in the minds of large sections of the white workers against
the Negroes are the most dangerous obstacles to the unity of the
American working class.

CLASS DIFFERENTIATION OF THE NEGROES

/1 sharp class di erentiation has taken place 'm the Negro popu-
lation in recent years. Formerly the Negro was in the main the
cotton farmer in the south and the domestic help in the north. The
peasantry (the Negro farm owners, the share-croppers, the Negro
tenant farmers) and the agricultural workers are still the largest
stratum of the Negro race. Out of eight million Negroes in the
south, there are six million still on the land. In the big cities and
industrial centres of the north there is concentrated to a growing
degree a Negro working-class population. There are already one
and one-half to two million Negroes in industry in the north. At
the same time there is a rapid development of a Negro petit-bour-
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geoisie, a Negro intelligentsia and even a Negro bourgeoisie. The
very fact of segregation of the Negro masses creates the basis for
the development of a stratum of small merchants, lawyers, physi-
cians, preachers, brokers, who try to attract the Negro workers and
farmers as consumers. There is no Negro industrial bourgeoisie.
Predominance of white trusts restricts the young and weak Negro
bourgeoisie to the fields of trade and second-rate banking.

It would be a major mistake to overlook the existence of class
dierences among the Negroes, esjbecially the crystallization of a
Negro bourgeoisie. There were in 1924, 73 Negro banks, carrying
an annual volume of business of over 100,000,000 dollars. There
are 25 Negro insurance companies; 14 of these have assets totaling
6,000,000 dollars and during 1926 alone paid over 3,000,000 dol-
lars in claims. This Negro bourgeoisie is closely tied up with the
white bourgeoisie; is often the agent of the white capitalists. Eco-
nomically the Negro banks are often part of the Federal Reserve
System of banking.

Political] the Ne ro bour eoisie is artici at if to a row if. Y 8 8 .. P . P g, 8 . 8
de ree in the so-called "commissions for inter-racial coo ration."

g J • n . 9 • p
These committees exist m eight hundred counties of the south and
are spreading all through the "black belt." But the ideological and
organizational bearer of the national racial .movements of the
Negroes is today rather the intelligentsia and petit-bourgeoisie.

PROLETARIANIZATION AND PAUPERIZATION OF THE FARMER

There is a growing process of disintegration going on among
the Negro farmers. Ever larger sections are transformed into
agricultural workers (2,000,000) and hundreds of thousands of
Negro farmers and agricultural workers desert their lands and
migrate to the big cities and industrial centre. This migration is
not only to the industrial centres and big cities of the east and north,
but also to the rising industrial centres of the south. There is even
migration from the plantations to the villages of the south where
there is a non-agrarian Negro population of about two millions.

Lenin pointed out back in 1913, as one of the foremost charac-
teristics of the southern rural areas, the fact that "its population is
deserting it." The disintegration of the Negro peasantry means
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1».1l fly [>rol/ufarianizatzon of the Negro share-croppers,1 partly Pauper-
S'.'.I:lion of the Negro masses. In the past the south has had a stratum
al "poor whites," today it is developing a new statum of poor
bi;\<~ks"-driven completely outside the process of production.

'l`liv southern plantation owners and their government have tried
to hold the Negro farmers and agricultural workers in the southern
cotton fields by force, but even their brutal terror has not been
able to stop the mighty migration from the cotton plantations to
the industrial centres. This migratzon is an "unarmed Spartacist
uprising" against slavery ahd oppression by a capitalist and .feudal
o/igarc/ly. The Negro has fled. from the south, but what has he
found in the north? He has found in the company towns and
industrial centres of the north and east a wage slavery virtually
not better than the contract slavery in the south. He has found
crowded, unsanitary slums. He has exchanged the old segregation
for a new segregation in the worst section of the cities. He is
doing the most dangerous, worst-paid, unskilled work in the steel,
coal and packing industries. He has found the racial Prejudice of
a narrow white labor aristocracy which refuses to recognize the
unskilled Negro worker as its equal. He has found the treachery
of the bureaucracy of the A. F. of L., which re fuses to organize
the Negro workers into trade unions; he has found betrayal by the
renegade Socialist Party which capitulated completely to white
chauvinism. The lynchings of the south have their counterpart
in the race riots of the east. The employing class deliberately
arouses the racial hatred and prejudices of the white workers against
the Negro workers with the sinister aim of splitting and dividing
the ranks of the working class, thereby maintaining the exploitation
and oppression of both the white and Negro workers.

cc

1((A cropper is a tenant who works the land for his landlord without sup-
plying any of the working capital, but he might almost as swell be regarded
as a laborer 'who accepts a share of the crop as his wages.... The payment
for their services in the, form of a share of production rather than
in the form of a stated weekly or a monthly wage is the part
of a plan whereby the landlord is able to insure himself of their continued
services throughout the season.... In other words, while tenancy in theory
represents merely a method of holding possession of the land, in practice it
sometimes #works out into a method of obtaining laborers to 'work on the
land." Goldweiser and Truesdell; "Farm Tenancy in the United States."
Census MonographsIV. Washington, 1927).

.S
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THE SLOGAN OF SELF-DETERMINATION

The Workers (Communist) Party of America puts forward
correctly as its central slogan: Abolition of the 'whole system of
race discrimination. Full racial, social and Political equality for
the Negro People. But it is necessary to supplement the struggle for
the full racial, social and political equality of the Negroes with a
struggle for their right of national self-determination. Self-deter-
mination means the right to establish their own state, to erect their
own government, if they choose to do so. In the economic and
social conditions and class relations of the Negro People there are
increasing forces which serve as a basis for the development of a
Negro nation (u compact mass of _farmers on a contiguous terri-
tory, semi-feudal conditions, complete segregation, common tradi-
tions of slavery, the development of distinct classes and economic
ties, etc., etc.l. It is true, the Negro people in the United States
have not their own language as distinct from the language of the
oppressing white nation; but there is a certain amount of special
Negro culture; there is still alive the common, deep-rooted tradition
of the bitter centuries of slavery; there is developing a new Negro
literature and press.

First of all, we must consider the compact Negro .farming masses
of the "black belt" as the Potential basis for a national liberation
movement of the Negroes and as the basis for the realization of the
right of self-determination of a Negro state. Despite growing
migration to the north, in 1920 there were still over 3,000,000
Negroes who constituted a majority of the population in 219 coun-
ties over a contiguous area in the "black belt." There are many
national movements of the Negro city petit-bourgeoisie and intelli-
gentsia. The fact that the m.ost important mass movement of this
kind, the Garvey movement, was a sort of Negro Zionism and had
such reactionary, extremely harmful slogans as leaving the United
States and back to Africa, should not blind us to the revolutionary
possibilities of the Negro national liberation movements of the
future. It is unquestionable that first of all the Negro farmers
can be the basis of a Negro national liberation movement of the
future, despite the fact that today the Negro farming masses of the
south are so oppressed that they do not, yet show any signs of na-
tional awakening.
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The Negro national liberation mofuement has tremendous revolu-
tionary potentialities, despite the fact that at the outset its bearer
will likely be the rural and urban petit-bourgeoisie. Lenin has
stated: "There can be no doubt that all nationalist movements
cannot be but bourgeois-democratic movements." But the knowledge
of this fact did not prevent Lenin and the C. I. from recognizing
the tremendous unexhausted revolutionary possibilities of the na-
tional liberation movement of the colonies and oppressed nations
:md races generally. As the national liberation movement grows,
the Negro Proletariat will Play an increasing role in it and will
struggle for the hegemony o'ver it. There is a certain amount of
assimilation going on among the Negro industrial workers in the
north and east. The Negro worker works shoulder to shoulder
with the white worker in the factories and plants, but at the same
time it is necessary to recognize that there is practically no social
contact between these workers. The social and residential segrega-
tion of the Negro workers in the north is complete and manifests
an increasing tendency. Veritable Negro cities are being created in
Harlem, New York, and on the south side of Chicago. This segre-
gation of the Negro working class creates an economic basis for
the development of a Negro petit-bourgeoisie even in the north
and east, which loads additional exploitation onto the backs of the
Negro workers and as a result of this distinct development,
strengthens the basis of the Negro national movement in the north
and east.

The Workers (Communists Party of /America must come out
openly and unreservedly for the right of national self-determina-
tion for the Negroes, but at the same time the Communist Party
must state sharply that the realization of this self-determination
cannot be secured under the present relations of power under capi-
talism. National self-determination for the Negro is a bourgeois-
democratic demand but it can be realized only in the course of the
proletarian revolution. The abolition of the half-feudal, half-slave
remnants in the south will also be only "a by-product" (Lenin)
of the general proletarian revolution. It would be a major mistake
to believe that there can be any other revolution in imperialist
/America, in the country of the most Powerful, most centralized and
concentrated industry, than a Proletarian revolution.
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The Communist Party of America must recognize the right
national self-determination for the Negroes and must respect th
own decision about the form of the realization of this self-dete
ruination. The Negro Communists should emphasize in their pr
pagoda the establishment of a Negro Soviet Republic.

'4

AGAINST WHITE CHAUVINISM

Not only the labor aristocracy but large sections of the Amerie
working class as a whole are permeated with white chautfinis I
White chauvinism reflects itself in various forms even in son?
sections of the Communist Party itself. Individual comrades at
even some local organizations have yielded occasionally to
racial prejudices of the white workers and retreated, instead 1
waging a courageous struggle against it. (Gary, Detroit, St. Pa
Harlem). The C. E. C. of the Communist Party of Ameri
stated in its resolution of April 30th that "the Party as
whole has not sufficiently realized the significance of work amo
the Negroes and that such work should be considerd not as a spec
task of the Negro comrades, hut as one of the special revolutions
tasks of every communist, of the whole Party."

lt is imperative to begin outside and inside the Communist Par
a relentless campaign of self-criticism concerning the work am
Negroes. All signs of white chauvinism must be ruthlessly uproot
from within the ranks of the Communist Party. In this aggr
sive fight against white chauvinism, the Party must carry on
widespread and thorough educational campaign within the Par
utilizing for this purpose to the fullest possible extent, the Par
schools, the Party press and the public platform to stamp ou.t 9
forms of antagonism or even indifference among our white con
rodes towards the Negro work. This educational work should I
conducted simultaneously with broad campaigns to draw the Will
workers and the poor white farmers into the struggle for the supp 1
of the demands of the Negro workers and tenant farmers.

w
the struggle for genuine internationalism in the ranks of the wofi
ing class and in the ranks of the Communist Party. The Con
monist Party of America must emphasize in all its campaigns tl
solidarity of the white and black workers. In the ranks of tl

The struggle against white c/zawvinism must be eomézzzed

I

I
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nimnunist Party there can be no place for nationalism.
nlnmunist Party must be the Party of internationalism.

The

TASKS OF THE COMMUNISTS IN NEGRO WORK

'I'/ze appearance of a Negro industrial Proletariat on a growing
urinal mass scale makes it imperative that the main emphasis of

Party work should be Placed on these new Proletarian forces.
In- Negro workers must be organized under the leadership of the
communist Party and drawn into joint struggle, together with the
hit workers. The Party must understand how to link up all

ul, national demands of the Negroes with the economic and
Critical struggles of the workers and poor farmers. Much more

emphasis than before must be laid on the trade-union organization
l̀  the Negroes. The Party must penetrate all existing Negro trade
ions. It is a basic task of the Communist Party to organize the
cgroes into trade unions. In all the work of organizing the un-
ganized carried on under the leadership of the Communist Party,
e must insist upon the inclusion of Negro workers with white
orkers in the newly organized trade unions. In the existing trade
lions, the Party must fight for the admittance of Negro workers.
Jhere the labor bureaucracy refuses to admit Negroes, it is the
lxty of the Communist Party to organize Negro trade unions. At
me same time the principle of one union for each industry, em-
acing white as well as Negro workers, should be the aim of the
ommunist Party.

The importance of trade-union work imposes special tasks upon
e T. U. E. L. The T. U. E. L. has neglected the work among

Negroes, notwithstanding the fact that these 'workers are ob-
ctively in a position to play a very big part in carrying through

programme of organizing the unorganized. Greater contact
ust be established between the T. U. E. L. and the Negro masses.
he T. U. E. L. must become the champion of the rights of the
egroes in the old unions and in the organizing of new unions for
ith Negroes and whites, as well as separate Negro unions.

It is one of the biggest tasks of the Workers Party to extend its
tivities to the "Solid South," the beginning of which has been
ade in the election campaign. The Party was not able to carry
1 any work among the Negro farmers and agricultural workers of

1C
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the "black belt." It is the duty of the Party to study and analyze
the conditions of the Negro farming masses, to work out demands
to meet their situation, to organize special Negro farmers' organiza-
tions as well as organizations of the agricultural workers. It is
necessary that the Party should establish new district organizations
in the south, especially in the most important industrial centres. The
Party organizations in these industral centers of the south should be
the bearers of the educational and organizing work of the Party
among the Negro farmers and agricultural workers.

The fight against segregation, lynching, and political disfranchise-
ment of the Negroes, must be organized. It is necessary to help the
Negro masses to organize themselves for active resistance and self-
defense against the lynching terror of the Ku Klux Klan and simi-
lar terroristic gangs of the white bourgeoisie. The I. L. D. which
so far has almost completely neglected work amongst the Negro
masses, must hereafter put in the forefront of its propaganda, agi-
tation and activities, energetic campaigns against lynching and juri-
dical oppression of the Negroes.

The communists must Participate in all national liberation move-
ments of the Negroes which have a real mass character. The exist-
ing national organizations and movements of the Negroes are today
under the domination of the Negro petit-bourgoisie and even their
bourgeoisie. The aim of the Communist Party must be to fight
j'or the hegemony of the working-class elements in the national
liberation movement. The basic task of the communists is to form
working-class organizations for the Negro proletariat and agricul-
tural workers, and farmers' organizations for the Negro farmers and
to turn these organizations into energetic integral forces of the
whole class struggle. The communists must not forget for a
moment that the struggle for the national liberation of the Negroes
includes the relentless struggle against the Negro bourgeoisie and
the struggle against the influence of the Petit-bourgeoisie over the
Negro Proletariat. lt is permissible to form a united front (for
example in the form of a Negro Race Congress) of the working-
class elements with the petit-bourgeois elements. The policy of the
communists within this united front must be I

(a) To free the working class from the ideological and organi-
zational influence of the petit-bourgeois elements.

(b) To begin the struggle for the leadership of the working class.

\
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The communists must bear in mind that the alliance of the
Negro working class with the Negro petit-bourgeoisie can be main-
tained only under the following conditions:

(a) A revolutionary fight of the petit-bourgeoisie for Negro
race demands against American imperialism.

(b) No obstacles by the petit-bourgeoisie against the special class
demands and organizations of the Negro workers and exploited
farmers.

h

I

The communists must under no circumstances merge their or-
grinization with the petit-bourgeois organizations and must reserve
for themselves fullest rights of criticism and propaganda.

The American Negro Labor Congress which is still very weak,
must he reorganized and activized. The communists working
within this organization should try to make it serve as an inter-
medzary mas; organization, as a medium through which the
Party can extend its work among the Negro masses and mob.ilize
the Negro workers under its leadership. After careful preparatory
work which must be started at once, another convention of the
American Negro Labor Congress should be held. For this conven-
tion a carefully worked-out program should be prepared. It should
contain not only demands of the Negro workers, but also the
agrarian demands of the farmers and agricultural workers.

The Negro miners' relief committee and the Harlem Tenants
League are examples of united front organizations which may be
set up as a means of drawing the Negro masses into struggle. But
these organizations can be considered only as a beginning. The
communists working within these organizations should try to
broaden them, and similar committees should be organized in
other Negro cehters. In every case the utmost effort must be made
to combine the struggle of the Negro workers with that of white
workers and to draw the white workers' organizations into such
united-front campaigns.

One of the greatest shortcomings of the 'work of the American
Party among the Negroes is the lack of sufficient Party cadres among
the Negro comrades. The next and most important task of the
Party in this respect is the selection and education of a cadre of
Negro communist workers. The proletarian character of the Negro
Party leadership must be brought forward more clearly than before.
At the same time the proletarian Negro intellectuals must be utilized
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to the full. It is imperative to utilize all Party schools in the
U. S. A. and abroad to train Negro comrades as leaders and for
special work among the Negro farming masses.

The activities of the Negro comrades should not be con fined ex-
clusively to the 'work among the Negroes, but they should Partici-
Pate in the general Party work. Simultaneously white comrades
must be specially trained for work among the Negroes. The Negro
Champion must be published regularly. Every effort must he made
to develop it into the mass organ of the Negro workers and work-
ing farmers. The general Party press must be utilized to its full
extent for propaganda among the Negroes. A regular Negro news
service must be built. The utmost sort must he made to attract
Negro workers and Negro agricultural laborers as members into the
Communist Party. The present Negro membership of the Com-
munist Party is inadequate to fulfill the great tasks before it. A
special recruiting campaign for Negro workers should be initiated
in connection with the general economic and political campaigns of
the Party. In the present election campaign, wherever possible Ne-
gro communist candidates should be nominated in the important
Negro centers.

The Negro question in the United States must be treated in its
relation to the general international Negro problem. The question
of a Negro World Congress should be considered but it can be
realized only if a Negro working-class leadership in the Congress
can be secured. One aim and purpose of the work among the Ne-
groes in the U. S. A. should be to organize them as the champions
of the Negroes all over the world, against imperialism. A strong
Negro movement in the U. S. A. will be able to influence and direct
the Negro movement in all those backward parts of the world where
the Negroes are oppressed by the various imperialist powers.

I

I




